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Manufacturing
LU-VE S.p.A. is an international entity with its headquarters and main production unit in Uboldo (Varese) and 
16 production units worldwide. Its core business is the creation of products for commercial and industrial re-
frigeration and air conditioning, using cutting-edge technologies which have become a reference for the entire 
industry. Today the LU-VE Group is a European leader, distinguishing itself thanks to the high quality and stand-
ards of its products, new technical solutions developed in its own laboratories with cutting-edge research and 
development governed by a fundamental respect for the  principles of environmental protection.

We initially installed the uniFLOW On Premise solution which was 
followed by a requirement to find a solution, to integrate with Mi-
crosoft 365, that was  reliable, flexible and universal across the 
different sites around the world. After evaluating the cloud ver-
sion, we immediately understood the additional benefits for print 
management so adopted it as soon as possible.

Luca Cargnel, Group Network & System Administrator &
ICT Department
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Customer challenges
 The customer already had the uniFLOW On Premise solution for print management 

at various offices in Italy and around the world so its print management processes were 
already efficient. That said, having to migrate the application infrastructure from a server 
system to a cloud system meant that LU-VE S.p.A. needed to adapt the printing platform 
with the natural transition to the online solution of the uniFLOW software.

Offered solution
 Eprom Solutions, Canon’s Business 

Center Partner, manages LU-VE S.p.A. 
printing needs. Thanks to the consolidated 
relationship and consultancy approach, 
Eprom Solutions supported the Group  to 
adapt the uniFLOW solution from the server 
infrastructure to the cloud infrastructure, 
proposing a Basic Printing subscription 
configuration for about n. 220 users. This 
is a very important installation that puts 
LU-VE S.p.A. among the most important 
customers for the indirect channel of Canon 
Italia.
The solution allows users to take advantage 
of the uniFLOW Online platform. Of 
particular note are the My Print Anywhere 
function (which facilitates use of a single print driver, following identification with a PIN 
code or badge to collect documents on any company device) and Mobile Printing (to 
enable printing from a mobile device at any location then collecting the documents whilst 
in the office for better security).

Benefits
 The main advantage of the uniFLOW Online solution for LU-VE S.p.A. is the usability 

of the printing service and the management of the platform by the IT department, 
regardless of the geographical location of the company offices (Italy and abroad).
Furthermore, the cloud structure has facilitated economic and management benefits as 
printer servers are no longer needed in separate offices.
In the new hybrid working mode, the Mobile Printing function represents a modern and 
particularly useful tool for those who work remotely to manage their printing needs, thus 
improving productivity and user experience.
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Connected devices
• 17 x Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE 

(C35XX, C55XX  e C58XX)

Software solution
• uniFLOW Online with 220 user 

subscriptions (Basic Printing)
• Secure Printing/MyPrintAnywere
• Mobile Printing
• Scan to Myself


